
Dear Jandy, 	 10/7/78  

I'm very glad your index came today. There wes rush endimportant FOIA wore I'd 
planned only thosex records, coming by special delitery, didn't come. So I used the 
time to go over all of your index and it ie quite valuable. harry  thanks. 

If you have done no other Sections then you'll not need this record. But if you 
need a recerd libel; you sant ee is r.2-1090r0, Sections 100 through 131. If and whe you 
do the rest I'll be aretious to get it. 

When you do, if you can, I sueaest that heeine the referrelo at the sane point 
can be helpful. I made a separate list of them as I read your index. 

Too bn3 we could not have bean in touch when you were readine there, recoree. What 
may not have seemed to have significance to you might have triggered some of ey 
recollection of the New Orleans days. Without reading the records theescleee I 
can't be sure but there does seem to be a pattern and there is at least reason to 
suspect that some of those in whew 4arrison were intereetod *say bad had CIA, links. 

I found a few references to me other than those youellere kind enough to take the 
time to flag. When I cane I'll be going over them. I have separate copies of some from 
my you Pe request. kr major interests in these are what I didn't get under PA and 
the fabiecations they released after 1  invoked PA. 

Some of the Lab records may be of value in one of my suits. You've flagged a couple. 
I would like to know if you are ;going to do more like this be Buse I went to plan 

on how and where I'll keep them. If there is going to be enough to bind then I'll find 
some way of starting that way. 

If you did not keep a carbon you asked what I think about the future of the JFK 
case and the future role of the critics. It was kind of you to realize that I am pressed 
for time but I've changed today's working shcedule and where young people are serious 
and ask reasonable question I do try to be inforeative. While this does take time I 
think it is not an unproductive way of spending time. What I don't like is silly questions. 

I wish I had a copy of a speech I drafted for a meeting at the KIT law school the 
end of April 1975. I never hed a chance to read and cut the draft and I got sick and 
couldn't read the speech. Jim Lesar read it for me. I anticipated what was coming with 
both the committee and the so-called critics and I tried to inject some reason and 
sanity, perhaps also caution, but among those who hungered for a committee- ANY com- 
mittee - it was not well received and among none was it heeded. The result is that 
elate and self-seekers begat nuts and irresponsiblee. There was no way any committee 
under Downing or Gonzalez would be responsible. with that begineing complicated by the 
appointment of a Bung hot prosecutor type. to run it disaalter was certain. And it has 
come under Blakey, who had the same mentality and past but is a different, quieter 
type and a proficient coverup artist. There has not been a serious investigation under 
him and there would have been a different path to the same place under Sprague. The 
committee has not brought anything really new to light. It did us no good for them to 
identify the note and belabor them because they were easeful to make it appear that 
the wild ones represent all of us. So we are tarred with them and in varying degrees 
will continue to suffer this. 

elenarily I wpuld try to answer about the critics by separating those who were 
so -o ?er this committee after the kind of committee it is was clear enough wed those 
who understood. There are so few of the latter I can't make that distinctlon. For 
practical purposes all the other critics are in the first group. And I can t speak for 
them. What I hear them saying for themselves is unpersuasive. I think also unwise. 

When as AIB and aoch have said they did some good, I disagree with seeLa,e this. 
Our remarks should be addressed only at exposing them for what they sot out to do and 
did do, not appearing to be grateful far a few inconsequential crumbs. Those who profess 
the committee did good are not real subject experts or have strange wa's of thinking. 
Some are both. 

I don't see any good coming from speaking well of those who have been dishonest 
because maybe they were dishonest only about 95% of the time. I'd rather say they 
were dishonest than say they were honest because 5,A,of the time maybe they were. 

,.pile the comeittee's report, the effot of its hearings to coee and those held 
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and the popular and opinion—maker attitudes to all of this can't be predicted, my hunch is that among the rcajor media and the official people the connittes will be accepted as the commission was. 
chat anyone can do expect point out flaws and continuing to inform hire elf accurately I cannot now say. I will speak tor-myself. I em pleased that ynu do not now emphasize theories about conspiracies end instead speak 01 tee effect on the country. Ibis is right and important. It is the correct and proper way to think an! speak about the subject, although most do not. I guess I am also saying that as I seek it the role of the critics should in the future be as it should have been in the Past. I put it this wee because I believe then most of those who received attention in the past were not responsible. Jor myself i will try to do as I have been trying and doing. The amenaing of Fula and the campaign to create this krankehstein coincided, as did Jim eeear's having some time for the FeIe suite. For me these have been the rieht way and will be. There is no substitute for fact and we have suffered no greater liability than from all the idle and usually wild teeorizing. Aleost all these theories were irrelevant but they att.-acted attention and for most kep the attention alive and the money coming in from exciting speeehesot'at ripped of the minds of a college generation. There is no way we can uadoe what these people have done and np way they can escepe the responsibility. I doubt any of them will see it this way. I don't know what the ale people will be thinking and doing. Jeff sent we what I take it :ill be their next newsletter and I've expressed my disagreement to him in a letter I mailed yesterday or today. I am aware of their financial probleea. I think there present approach will magnify these. While I'm not really familiar with what they did during the hearings I'm sure ie kept them busy and that they die what they thought they should do. I've not spoken to any of them. We may not have discussed it when you were here with them but last May I said what I theueht should be done for and at the hearings, to them and to Fensterweld. I also offered pyself for this. They did not want it and I remained at home doing my own thing and leaving it all to them. We could not have stopped a determined domeittee but we could have made a vast difference. They could have been expoced and with any kind of competitive situation in the press we did have a chance of note of it setting attention. That now is past. I won t do this now because it can't succeed now. I wouldn't do it in the einf hearings in any event because as long as Lane is eay's lawyer there will be added and serious problems. I will stay aloof. And by the teve they hold teeir next Jee hearing their report will be written. Validating it in the media and popular minds was one of the purposes of the show they put on. 
distinguish between Jeff and cob as people and thihg they are good people and what has happened. ell I could do with they is say what I think and this I did. I really did not hold what I regard as a bad AIB pant against them. You refer to a fruetratine battle. Don't lot it frustrate you. Nothing that is politically good ever comes easy. a prepared for this reality. What is important is that we try to improve any such situation. This is not impossible. What is impossible is an absolute and I woild encourage you not to expect it beeauee that can be frus-trating and very discouraging. It is not easy not to expect and want what can't be abd it is importait to strive for the most but try to see and accept the world as it really is. 

igaon thanks. I hope you find school interesting and rewarding and that you do well. When oyu are near here again please stop off. 

Beet wishes, 


